
 
 

 
Issue: 11 

Breaking Boundaries 
Learning is Everything, Everything is Learning 

  
Date: Friday 22nd March 2019 

 
Dear Parents/ Carers,  
 
Welcome to our Newsletter edition 11 of this academic year! As we near the end of March and the end of the spring 
term the year seems to be speeding up and passing faster each week. 
 
Our lovely Y6 students are moving ever closer to their Key Stage 2 tests and they have our admiration - they are 
working really hard and keeping their smiles and sense of reality too. We have Easter Classes for our Y6 students - a 
really good way for them to come in, do some fun learning with their friends and our Teachers to make sure they keep 
the momentum of their progress over the 2 week break. It also takes the pressure off families making sure students 
revise - instead they can do it here at Greenside with us! Please see the details below or catch up with Daniel Mahara 
if you have any questions. 
 
We are delighted to make the Y6 Head Girl’s & Boy’s latest project come alive. They were very keen to encourage 
even more of our students to read even more books for pleasure - and none of us would argue with that! We hope by 
now your daughter/ son has brought home a sponsorship form and we’d love them to combine a reading fest with 
raising money for charity. Students should have started their Reading Adventure already and have a couple of weeks 
to read as many books as they can. On Monday 1st April we will be enjoying a Greenside Read together in the 
afternoon as our final sharing. If students can gather some sponsorship that would be wonderful - if not we ask that 
they read anyway and that you keep a bowl or box at home to collect any lose changes you may have between now 
and 1st April. We’love to collect £500 at Greenside - that would mean every student and adult collecting and donating a 
minimum of £2.00 each. Our Nursery & Reception students are urged to read books with their family members for the 
project and we have challenged all of our Teachers and adults to join in too. Of course our parents/ carers are warmly 
invited to read and get sponsorship too. Our Good CHance campaign is based on the mantra ‘every penny, every p 
goes to hear a refugee’ so please contribute any amount no matter how small! 
 
As many of you may know we do not have viable numbers at Lena Gardens to keep the school open longer term and 
we are in talks and discussions with the DfE and LA to see what id possible next academic year. Meanwhile our 
students and teachers continue to work together and this is even more valuable to our partners at Lena G with fewer 
young people and adults. We have been lucky to have Sophie, one of the Key Stage 2 teachers coming up on Friday 
mornings to support our Y6 class and Ashley - the Learning Mentor also joins us for our Friday PE/ Sports sessions - 
Go GGL! 
 
We hope you enjoy reading about our Greenside ventures today and look forward to seeing you at our Ofsted update 
meeting on Thursday 4th April and at the end of term Film Crew Event later that day too. 
 
With very best wishes 
Karen 
 

 
The Greenside Film Factory warmly invites you to participate in our: 

Greenside Reading Adventure 
Sponsorship should be gathered until Monday 1st April 

 
 

 

 
 



 

1. Message from the Head of School 
 
Dear Greenside community 
I write this letter really excited about the transformation that is taking place at Greenside this year! Already we have had the 
playground markings via PSA money. If you haven't seen (or tried) the new outdoor gym equipment then check it out and 
see the piece below too, purchased through a funding grant via TEF.  
Then on Thursday there was the PSA Playground Project presentation, more below!  
At the end of last half term all classes had brand new touch screen Interactive whiteboards installed in all classes and an 
additional one in the Teaching and Learning Room. Finally, although maybe not quite as exciting to some, the boiler is also 
being replaced! These are all projects that take huge amounts of planning, time and money and we are lucky enough here 
at Greenside to have the people; staff and families, who have the vision to make them happen, even if it's not always as 
quickly as we would all like. So as well as making sure that our students have an incredible learning experience, we're also 
trying hard to make sure they have an incredible setting in which to do so! 
Robin Yeats - Head of School 

 

2. Sharing our Learning 
 
As we take part in the GGL Reading Adventure we are thrilled to share these articles 
and photographs - what amazing readers we have at Greenside! 
 

a) Nursery 
Rafi was reading "Boy + Bot" in the book corner and he was telling Ms Morra all about 
it. He pointed to the picture and said, "That's the robot and that's the boy. They are 
going home now." 
Luis was reading "The Aliens are Coming" independently in the book corner and he 
was able to explain to Ms Morra that "The aliens are coming to visit Earth!" 
 

b) Reception 
As we learn more about the most special planet in Space (Earth!) Reception have been enjoying 
some non fiction books, particularly looking at an Atlas and thinking about all the far away places 
we might visit one day!  
 

c) Y1 
In Y1 we love reading! But stories aren’t always on paper in books. Some stories in China are told 
through pottery. We looked at the beautifully tragic tale of ‘The Blue Willow’ plate. So we embarked on 
the mission of creating our own plate. We wrote our own story and then had to retell that story on the 
plate through pictures. It wasn’t as easy as it looks! 
 

d) Y2 
This week Y2 have become experts in the life of Russian musician Igor Stravinksy. They have watched 
and listened to his most famous ballet the 'Rite of Spring', choreographed their own dance inspired by 
his work, wrote programme notes for their dance, bought and sold tickets to a performance and lastly 
completed some comprehension work on the man himself. This reading task may sound ‘simple’ but as 
the composer and his works are in Russian, there is a lot of the terminology used in his biography 
which really challenged the students to think about the sentences and paragraphs as a whole to 
determine if certain unfamiliar words were names of people, places or objects. Some fantastic 
understanding was shown and the exposure to this new vocabulary really intrigued us. Have a read 
yourself and see if you can answer the questions. 
 

e) Y3 
We have been reading a selection of books and thinking about the important 
characters and role models we come across. Miya has enjoyed reading The Suitcase 
Kid while Dixie has been learning all about bugs! We have been discussing our 
favourite books in year 3 and giving book recommendations.  During our STAR days 
we have been learning about nutrition and how Charlie Chaplin’s body needs different 
nutrients while on the ship and thinking about how to protect the bones in our bodies. 
We have also been writing playscripts and directing our own plays! 
 

 
 



f) Y4 
We have become totally immersed in our Reading Tree book - Boy Overboard by Morris Gleitzman. In this story, Jamal 
and Bibi have a dream: to lead Australia to football glory in the next World Cup. But first they must face pirates, storms, and 
assassins. We are waiting to find out if Jamal and his family survive their incredible journey and get to Australia. It is true 
what it says on the cover - this book really is a page turner! 
 

g) Y5 
This week Y5 students had the opportunity to enjoy a little more reading time in class. 
Having a little extra time to pleasure read during STAR days has given students a chance 
to refocus their energy and work on the Reading Tree Skill of the week— defining words in 
their reading based on context.  
 

h) Y6 
This week, Y6 looked at their approach to taking a reading test paper. We analysed the 
types of questions - from retrieval to summarising - and how we might answer these questions. Meanwhile, we also 
continued with our class text  
Who Let the God Out which is further inspiring our love for reading.  
 
Facts from our Films 
This week I asked all of our classes to think about knowledge and all those wonderful, quotable facts that we remember 
forever. Our students share …. 5 Facts we’ve learnt through our Films. 
 

Nursery - Wall-E 
1) Wall-E helps to clean the rubbish on planet Earth. 
2) Wall-E's battery runs on solar power! 
3) Wall-E is lonely until he meets Eva. 
4) The humans are a bit lazy in space. 
5) Wall-E and Eva save planet Earth together. 
 

Reception - Wall-E 
1) Robots can be useful 
2) If you don’t eat healthily, your body won’t work properly 
3) Your heart shrinks in Space! 
4)  Without water and plants humans can’t survive 
5)  Being persistent is always worth the effort 
 

Y1 - Mulan 
1) We have looked at how far gender equality has come. In some places around the world we still have a long way to go.  
2) Y1 believes both girls and boys should be able to fight.  
3) Mulan was unhappy when her father was told he had to go to war.  
4) Beijing is the capital of China. London is the capital of England. We then delved into all the countries that are in the UK.  
5) Girls can be anything they want to be! 
 

Y2 - Fantasia 
1) Stravinsky's premiere of his famous ballet the 'Rite of Spring' was met with riots in the audience who thought the 
contemporary ballet was mocking the public. 
2) Dance and movement can be used to tell stories as well as be something to just enjoy.  
3) Money is trickier to work with than we thought! 
4) Seeds can germinate without light. 
5) We love working on mental arithmetic, especially our times tables! 
 

Y3 - The Immigrant 
1) Charlie Chaplin was born on 16 April 1889 in Walworth, London, United Kingdom just four days before Adolf Hitler. 
2) He was the first actor to appear on Time magazine. 
3) He got married 4 times. 
4) Charlie Chaplin once won third prize in a Charlie Chaplin look-a-like contest. 
5) He portrayed Adolf Hitler in " The great dictator " 
 

 

 
 



Y4 - A Knight’s Tale 
1) We learned the difference between the feudal system and the parliamentary system. 
2) We learned how the Sumptuary Laws dictated what people wore in the Middle Ages given their socio-economic class. 
3) We learned what kings, lords, knights, and peasants wore during the Middle Ages and how to compare such attire with 
today’s fashion statements about social status.  
4) We learned how to artistically map the sound vibrations of the final climactic jousting scene in A Knight’s Tale. 
5) We learned how to convert measures of time by analyzing characters’ actions in the film. 
 

Y5 - Life of Pi 
As a part of our learning through our film, Y5 have explored living things and their habitats. We have used the natural 
setting in Life of Pi as well as its depiction of different animals as an opportunity to look at the life cycle and reproduction of 
mammals and plants. From this, Y5 has come up with five interesting facts we have learnt!  
1) Caleb: Some plants have two parents— a female and male gamete. An Asexual plant has one parent making the new 
plant identical to its parent plant.  
2) Logan: A dragonfly during metamorphosis needs to be in water for up to four years.  
3) Charlotte: A baby rabbit is actually called a kitten.  
4) Suha: During a frog’s life-cycle it takes 2-25 days for the eggs to hatch.  
5) Poppy: An anther is a part of a male plant and a stigma is part of a female plant. 
 
      h)   Y6 - All is Lost 
As part of our All Is Lost study, Y6 students wrote ‘How to Survive at Sea’ Instruction texts. Here are 5 things learnt: 
1) A heliograph is a type of reflective device that can be used for rescue. 
2) Pyrotechnic distress signals can be released if boats, aircrafts or land is near. 
3) Humans can survive for weeks without food but not without water. 
4) It would be important to keep the liferaft in the vicinity of the capsized ship or near a shipping lane. 
5) Not all fish can be eaten (some are poisonous) so you’d need to be careful when catching & eating fish. 

 

3. Comic Relief - Crazy Hair Day! 
 
What can you say when Student Voice tell you a joke and ask to celebrate and fund raise for Comic Relief Day with a 
Greenside Crazy Hair Day?  
The answer is easy - you say ‘yes’! 
I was so sorry I missed the day at Greenside but the pictures suggest it was a fun and …. crazy day! 

 

4. News from the PSA! 
 
For many years we have wanted to redevelop the playground however, this is a very expensive project if it is to be done right. 
Finally, all the work of the PSA and your generous donations has given us the budget to get started!  
The process started with the PSA meeting the Student Voice and introducing the project idea. The Student Voice 
representatives then surveyed the school to find out what sort of things students wanted in a new playground. This info was 
then presented back to the PSA who began their research.  
We have now met with a number of companies to hear our vision and pitch their designs and our decision has been made. 
The PSA and Student Voice arranged for a presentation of these plans to families on Thursday morning and the excitement 
was palpable! We had a huge turn out which reflects how important and exciting this project is. If you weren't able to make 
the meeting, check out the designs below! We will now be moving forward with the build asap with the goal of completing it 
ready for the summer term so our students can enjoy it in the sunshine!  
A huge thank you to the PSA for working so diligently with this long term vision and a huge thank to all of you too. 
After all, this is all possible because of your contributions from all the amazing Greenside fair and events.  

 
 



So you'll need to be patient for ….just a little bit longer!  
 

 

 
 

5. Sharing Recent Events &  Invitations 
 
a) International Women’s Day 
As all of our girls, female Teachers and many Greenside female family members gathered in our Hall at 9.00am on Friday 
8th March it was a very powerful moment. We commemorated and celebrated IWD thinking about many wonderful things that 
women have contributed to the world over the years. We also talked about how we haven’t yet achieved equality and how 
important that is in 2019. I was very proud of the strength of our girls, their awareness of this incredibly important event and 
the fantastic dreams, ambitions and aspirations they have to make the world a better place, to challenge inequality and to be 
incredible young people too - I was very pordu! 
 
b) Ofsted  
We would like to invite parents/ carers to pop in for half an hour on Thursday 4th April at 9.00am when we will go through 
some of the feedback we were given by the Inspectors after we hosted a pilot Ofsted Inspection for the new draft Ofsted 
Inspection Framework. It was quite a different experience from previous Inspections and there are lots of fab things to share 
with our families. We hope you will be able to join us! 
 
c) Y2 Information Hour 
With thanks to all of our Y2 Families who attended the Test Information Hour on Monday evening. It was good to share the 
way the tests and Teacher Assessments work and to ensure our parents/ carers have a good understanding of the test 
materials, why students take them and the way the results are used. The most important thing for us is to support our Y2 
students in every way possible to do their best with a minimal amount of stress and fuss!  
We ask all of our Y2 parents/ carers to help their daughters/ sons to get ready at home by practicing their handwriting, 
reading lots and learning their times tables. If you have any questions please check in with Laura G or any of Leadership 
Group. 
 
d) Skittle Ball 
Last week Y3 and Y4 students headed to Hammersmith Town Hall for the annual Skittle 
Ball competition. This is something Greenside has a strong reputation in having won the 
Y4 competition last year so expectations were high as Caroline 'Alex Ferguson' Allen (self 
proclaimed!) took the students off each day. The Y3 Team started very positively. They 
won 1 match and drew 3 against very stiff competition. Our sportspersonship was 
commented on by a member of staff from a neighbouring school which was amazing. The 
next day our Y4 Team did not disappoint with 4 draws. Caroline 'Fergie' Allen commented: 
"Our team work at times was a sight to behold! We flowed. Behaviour A+, Attitude A+ - Very proud 
of all our Greensiders!" 
 
e) Link & Learn 
Thanks to all the parents/ carers who came on Wednesday to see your daughter/ son’s phonics 
learning in action! It is always interesting to see the way we teach this programme and to see how 
you can support at home with a similar approach. We hope you enjoyed learning with your children 
as much as they did, and were impressed with just how clever they are!  
If you have any questions about our approach to teaching Phonics or would like to hear any more please do check in with 
Christina or Kimberley in EYFS. 

 

 
 



 
 

6. Specialisms & Student Leaders 
 
We Act - Cake Sale 
Ms Williams proudly tells us: “The WE Act group held their bake sale in aid of Comic 
Relief last Friday and sold out in a record breaking 10 minutes raising almost £50!!! 
This half term we are supporting The Shepherds Bush Families Project and we are 
kindly asking for donations of Children’s books, toys, clothes and bedding items.  
This charity works with local families that are living in temporary, unsanitary or 
unsafe environments and do wonderful work supporting them through various ways.  
With Spring approaching, it’s the perfect time to sort through your wardrobes and donate any clothing items that won’t fit next 
Winter or indeed this Summer!  These items would be appreciated and useful to the organisation. A box will be available until 
half term each morning and afternoon in the playground”. 
 
Arts Leaders 
Ms Webber says: “Our Arts Leaders have been busily preparing for our Reading Adventure to raise money for Good Chance. 
During our meeting time we have been discussing the importance of putting together some good publicity material.We decided 
that our artistic skills would be perfect for this job! Have a look at our poster and see what you think!” 
 
Digital Leaders 
Mr Yeats tells us: “The Digital Leaders are working hard to support a new initiative at Greenside called iShare. iPads can be 
used as a toy but at Greenside, they are a tool to enhance student learning and it's important that we make sure that they are 
being used appropriately so we put the responsibility back in the hands of the students. Each Thursday, the Digital Leaders sit 
with a couple of students from their class and together they talk through the content of their iPads and how it links to their 
learning. They also help students to organise their digital content into their Google Drives so that everything is backed up and 
easily accessible. Here's a few comments from our DL's about their work: Andre, Y4 -"It's good because we're helping people 
to use their iPads for their learning and helping them to understand how to organise their work so it's easier to show what 
they've done." Jahmai, Y4: "It's making sure people are using them properly and not as a toy." Well-done Leaders!” 
 
 

 

7. Film Crews - The Greenside Museum of Curiosity 
We are getting close now to the opening of our Museum. This week students have been creating, designing and making more 
artefacts and exploring the Science within their areas of exploration. Our focus has been on using our World Ready skills.  
It was wonderful to see how busy and focused everyone was yesterday and what great questions they were asking about 
transport, fashion and evolution. Do put Thursday 4th April in your diary to join us for our grand opening! 
 
Film Crew 1 
Years 1 & 2 have noticeably  improved their World Ready Skills this half term and are demonstrating 
lots of independence in their learning.  
The students have been researching their themes, delegating roles and responsibilities and plenty of 
action planning to enable them to meet deadlines for our Museum of Curiosity event. We are totally 
impressed with the way that our young students are able to debate, teambuild and show off their 
leadership skills!!! 
One of the loveliest things to witness as a teacher is when students go home and create something 
based on their learning showing their enjoyment, passion and enthusiasm for the topic and our students 
have certainly demonstrated this over the last few weeks! 
 
Film Crew 2  
Over the course of this term Crew 2 have really had to put their World Ready skills 
into action. Our Crew members tell us: 
“We have been researching the history of fashion and 
creating an action plan for our contribution to the Museum of 
Curiosity.” For us to do that, it took a lot of organisation and 
time management. We have been learning about the history 
of fashion from the past, present and future. We have been 
looking at all the different areas of fashion. There are many 
different types of fashion such as shoes, clothing and 

 
 



accessories. We have been designing and creating our own range of fashion items and we are very excited to share these 
with you at the wonderful Museum of Curiosity. 
Ms Rundell says: “In our crew we have been preparing for the Museum of Curiosity! We have been using our World Ready 
skills to work together, draft and plan and create the perfect outfits from the past, present and the future. We spent a long time 
making 1920’s flapper dresses to go on display. As you can see from our pictures we had a brilliant and productive time! 
 
Film Crew 3 
As the opening of the Museum of Curiosity fast approaches, our palaeontologists, scientists and inventors were hard at work 
preparing their artefacts & creations.  
It was important that all students focused on their World Ready Skills this week. Organisational skills were crucial - students 
worked to their action plans in order to achieve each task on time. This meant that their creations would be ready on time for 
opening. Sean, Youcef, Alfie and Kasim were an excellent example of this. After discussing the best steps to success in the 
morning, they achieved each task to a very high standard. 
Because some of the designs & ideas are quite complex, students needed to use their critical thinking skills. They considered 
the best approach to their designs and, if something went wrong, needed to think about why so that this could be corrected.  
 
All our families are welcome to join us to see the Evolution of Life exhibition at Greenside’s Museum of Curiosity.  
Our students are exploring the evolution of life from past, present to future. From dinosaur fossil replicas to machines capable 
of uploading your thoughts, feelings and memories - you will be amazed by the imaginations of our students and their 
predictions of what could come next for life on Earth.  

 
 
8. Student Stars at Greenside 
 
I love this part of the Newsletter - our staff are always so proud to nominate students and each edition the reasons for the 
nominations become more interesting and varied. Well done to everyone this week and a special ‘congratulations’ to our 
Greenside Screen Stars of the Week - do take a moment to seek out their photographs on our Foyer screen. 
Well done to Alice A and Poppy 
 
Aya for being so independent and self-confident (Nursery) 
Fatima for being such a kind and caring friend (Nursery) 
 
Darcy and Lewis for their excellent concentration during meditation (Reception) 
 
Kayden for writing whole sentences on his own (Y1) 
Rian for his contributions in carpet time learning (Y1) 
 
Alice A for showing a real step forward in confidence (Y2) 
Malika for guiding Y1 students superbly in Film Crew tasks (Y2) 
 
Duran for trying so hard with her writing this week. Welcome to Y3 Duran! We are very happy you are here (Y3) 
Joe for working in a team and helping others around him. He has been so kind and caring to the other students in class (Y3) 
 
Maddie for making real progress with her Maths (Y4) 
Jahmai for his awesome editing skills (Y4) 
 
Poppy for her strength in character, resilience and emotional intelligence and her recent improvements in her writing (Y5) 
Youcef for his positivity and kindness this week in welcoming and supporting our new students (Y5) 
 
Sabrina for her focus in Maths which is helping her to make excellent progress (Y6) 
Shyla for her consistently positive attitude in everything she does (Y6) 
 

 

 
 



9. Maths - Problem Solving - Question of the Week 
 
 
 

 

10. Gym Equipment  
 
This year we have been lucky enough to be awarded some additional funding from The Elliot Foundation to support healthy 
lifestyles and sports at Greenside. Rather than use this to buy more balls, rackets and bats, we thought we'd use it in a more 
interesting and creative way - outdoor gym equipment! The equipment is specifically for primary age students and we have 
selected kit that offers a variety of movements. There are the 'Tai Chi wheels' to get the upper body going; the 'Hip Twisters' to 
get the hips and core going and the 'Cardio Combi' which targets the legs. These will be great for PE lessons and for break and 
lunch times for the students to enjoy and increase the amount of physical activity they are involved in while at school. I'm sure 
one or two adults will take advantage too!  
 
 

 
 

Y6 Update  
 

a) Easter Classes 
As part of our preparation for the end of KS2 assessments, Y6 students are invited to take part in Greenside’s Easter revision 
sessions. Each session will revise key content that has been studied and give students an extra boost in confidence before 
May. The morning sessions will be fun and focused with students having the chance to work on concepts they feel need a bit 
more content. They will take place on Monday 8th April, Tuesday 9th April, Monday 15th April and Tuesday 16th April. 
Daniel Mahara will send you an email next week asking you to sign up for your daughter/ son to attend. 
 

b) Y6 Information Hour  
Last Thursday it was a pleasure to talk to some of our Y6 families who came along to our Y6 Information Hour - it was an 
opportunity for us to explain how the tests work and to talk about the Y6 events post-tests. If you were not able to attend n the 
evening please check in with Daniel Mahara or Robin Yeats. 

 

11. Community News 
 
a) Neighbourhood Watch 
This week a local resident came into Greenside and asked us to share this information: 
Dear Parents/ carers 
Do you live on GREENSIDE, LEYSFIELD, CATHNOR, GOODWIN or MELINA Roads?  
Are you concerned about anti-social behaviour and crime occurring near your child’s school or playground?  
Would you like to join with your neighbours to keep the Cathnor Park area a safe and friendly community for your child? 
 
The Cathnor Park Neighbourhood Watch scheme is a new initiative to bring the local community together, by creating a better 
integrated network of neighbours looking out for each other and their area. We hope to help residents, and children in particular, 

 
 



feel safe and confident interacting with their local environment and community. To join or learn more, please email 
cathnorparknhw@gmail.com with your details. This scheme is backed by the Askew Police Safer Neighbourhoods team. 
 
b) Child Genius 
Rather strangely after I mentioned ‘Child Genius’ in our last 
Newsletter I receive the following flyer: 
 
 
The company told us: If you are interested in finding out more 
please follow this link to be taken to the application form: 
https://www.walltowall.co.uk/casting/child-genius-2019_612.aspx 
We understand that taking part in a TV show is a big decision, so as 
part of our casting process we will be holding an Open Day on 
Saturday 4th May in London for lots of children and their families to 
attend, with no obligation to take part in the series. It is a fun 
day, offering parents and children a chance to find out more about 
the show, plus an opportunity to meet other like-minded children, 
and take part in a series of fun challenges and games. 
Thank you for your time and we look forward to hearing from you. 
Alex 

 

12. A Week in the Life of….. 
 
Y6 at Greenside  
Each week in Y6 is varied and provides different experience. During this particular week, the focus was on developing both our 
test ready and world ready skills. With our end of KS2 tests approaching, students picked out key characteristics of a test ready 
mind-set. Together, we selected concepts that needed to be worked on and students used their time to consolidate or extend 
their knowledge in these areas. However, alongside this, we also produced another excellent piece of writing: Survival at Sea 
instruction manuals. These texts were inspired by our class film All Is Lost as well as extreme survival documentaries. 
Following their writing, students transformed their pieces into their own version of the survival documentaries.  

As a class, we have been working hard to support students in the playground and around the school. We have focused on how 
we can help each other to make the right choices when in a dilemma. With under half of the academic year left, Y6 students are 
really making the most of their time with each other – making so many memories!  

 

13. Special Report  
 
Nursery Trip  
On Tuesday the 19th of March, the Nursery class went on an adventure 
to explore Chiswick House & Gardens. We were very lucky that we had 
such warm and sunny weather! We were able to see a wide range of 
flowers inside the park including some daffodils and camellias. Then we 
looked at the different animals swimming in the pond like the Canada 
geese, the mallards, and the white swans. We enjoyed a lovely picnic 
lunch together and we made sure to properly dispose of all of our rubbish 
and recyclables. Wall-E would have been so proud of us!  
 

 

 

 
 



 
EYFS - Teamwork 
In the Learning Garden, the boys worked cooperatively together and created an assembly line so that they could fill up their 
buckets with water and then add them to the sand to make volcanoes and craters.  
 
In Reception our construction areas are always a fantastic place to see teamwork in action. In this picture you can see Amber, 
Omar and Lewis working together to screw nuts and bolts in as they train to repair the International Space Station. They worked 
together, helping to pass things needed to each other and tighten screws when they had difficulty. 

 

14. SMSC  
This week we have been exploring World News in our SMSC sessions. Along with Brexit (!) 
I captured 2 lovely moments in class this week which seemed to fit here. Jouree made an 
amazing clay pot inspired by her film. When she brought it to show me I was so impressed 
by her knowledge about the world. 
Similarly Louis’s wonderful piece of Art allowed us to have a really interesting conversation 
about pandas. 
 

 

15.  After School Provision: 
A reminder: At Greenside we understand how difficult it can be trying to match the school timetable with that of your own. For 
many families, organising child care for the end of the school day can be tricky and very expensive. We are now into our 3rd half 
term of offering an after school provision and it is growing from strength to strength! 
 
The provision is for Greenside students only, run by Greenside staff so you know that your daughter/ son is in safe hands. 
Students start the session off with a little snack before moving onto games, art, sports and much more! 
 
Signing up is easy - just let our office know that you’re interested and they’ll set you up on School Money to pay for the days you 
need or you can pay in the office directly. Provision is £10.50 per evening with a discount if your daughter/ son already attends 
an after school club that finishes at 4:30pm. You can pay for the entire half term up front if you know you need regular days, or 
pay each week as and when you need it. We hope it helps! 

 

16. Poet Laureates 
Today a reader 

Tomorrow a leader. 
 

Greenside loves books, 
Books with an imagination and life of their own 

Books with a world to get lost in 
Books that are covered in piles of dust 

From years of being alone 
We read them and enjoy them 

 
 



  

Even when they chill our bones 
When they leave us hanging on a cliff 

Questions playing in our minds 
When they leave us with smiles on our faces 

Or tears running down our cheeks 
 

From Aesop to Benjamin Zephaniah 
Writing always seeks to thrill 
Fills your head with colours 
And words inside your brain 
No matter how old you get 

Magical stories you never forget. 
 

Remember to enjoy your reading this month 
And join in with our wonderful reading adventure today! 

Written by Hannah and Ella (Y6) 
 

 

17. Home Learning Challenge 
This week our Challenge is, of course, our Reading Adventure - we urge all of our students to read books for pleasure and 
help Good Chance to look after unaccompanied students. Our Adventure has started already and continues until Monday 1st 
April - Enjoy! 

 
18. Dates for your Diary 

GREENSIDE FILM FACTORY 
 

Spring Term 2 ‘19   
   
Week 5   
Monday 25th March All Week Data Capture 4 
Tuesday 26th March All Day Y3 Trip to Museum of London Docklands 
Tuesday 26th March All Day National STEM Ambassadors working with Y6 students at Greenside  
Wednesday 27th March 3.30pm Tea & Cakes 
   
Week 6   
Monday 1st April All Day GGL Reading Adventure - Greenside for Good Chance Day! 
Monday 1st April All Day Y5 Trip to Southall Market 
Wednesday 3rd April All Day Reception Trip - Science Museum 
Wednesday 3rd April 3.30pm Tea & Cakes 
Thursday 4th April 9.00am Ofsted Update Meeting for Families 
Thursday 4th April TBC Big Ideas - Film Crews - Greenside Public Event! 
Friday 5th April All Day Newsletter Published 
Friday 5th April 3.30pm Easter Holidays begin 
   
Easter Holidays  Revision Sessions for Y6 students  
   
Summer Term 1 ‘19   
   
Week 1   
Tuesday 23rd April 8.55am Term begins for students! 
   

 
Enjoy a great two weeks ahead! 
 
Karen 
 
Karen Bastick-Styles – Executive Head  

 
 


